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Submission: SUBMISSION TO STATE GOVERNMENT To whom it may concern, Re - Priorities Precinct planning to
include Dwyer Rd precinct. As a resident of Bringelly for over forty years, I am angry that the government has bowed
down to the large land owners giving power to leave out a very special and important area for their own lucrative
benefits. We have a well-organized resident action group and on board professional and proven experienced people
in planning and developing such areas. We have carried out and invested a great deal of time to be able to tick every
box the government has put up to block us from joining the rest of the airport development. My personal request is
to be able to sell and move away with my wife and try to start a new life after the tragic loss of our son here. No
families want to live here because of the governments own admissions (POLLUTION - NOISE - EXTREME CHANGES IN
TRAFFIC CONDITIONS). We used to know or knew of nearly every family here, but it is definitely not like that now.
Les Turner.
URL: https://pp.planningportal.nsw.gov.au/admin/structure/webform/manage/draft_plans_and_policies/submissio
n/73001/resend
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Bringelly

SUBMISSION TO STATE
GOVERNMENT.
To whom it may concern.
RE- Priorities Precinct planning to include the Dwyer road precinct.
As a resident of Bringelly for over forty years I am so angry that the
government has bowed down to the large land owners power to
leave out a very special and important area, for their own lucrative
benefits. We have a well-organized resident action group and on
board professional and proven experienced people in planning and
developing such areas. We have carried out and invested a great deal
of time to be able to tick every box the government has put up to
block us from joining the rest of the airport development.
My personal request is to be able to sell and move away with my
wife and try and start a new life after the tragic loss of our son here.
No families want to live here because of the government’s own
admissions (POLUTION - NOISE - EXTREME CHANGES IN TRAFFIC AND
CONDITIONS.
We used to know or knew of nearly every family here, but it is
definitely not like that now.

Developers or Investors are not wanting to commit because of the
forced uncertainty the government has blatantly caused by ignoring
people’s lives.
For forty years I have had this situation hanging over my family’s
heads. It is disgraceful that when most of us residents are elderly and
are held to ransom by their own government because they are
BULLIED by money hungry developers. This situation will not be
going away unless we have the ( voted in) government consider the
people that had faith in them. The same government WILL BE HELD
ACOUNTABLE, down the track. All we are asking is not to be treated
special but just the same as everyone else.

